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Three-Dimensional Cellular Automaton Model of Segregation of Granular Materials
in a Rotating Cylinder

Tatsuo Yanagita*
Research Institute for Electronic Science, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Hokkaido 060, Japan

(Received 17 August 1998)

Binary mixtures of granular materials often exhibit segregation along the axis of a horizontal rotating
cylinder. It is well known that segregation occurs radially at first, forming a buried core of one
component. Later, alternate banding starts to form. This is axial segregation. There is no three-
dimensional model that is capable of depicting transition from radial to axial segregation. We propose
a cellular automaton model in which particles slide on the surface, and show that this model successfully
reproduces these segregation processes. [S0031-9007(99)09044-4]

PACS numbers: 64.75.+g, 81.05.Rm, 83.20.Jp

Heterogeneous mixtures of granular media tend to
segregate when they are sheared, shaken, or piled [1–
5]. Horizontal drum experiments show this clearly. An
initially homogenous binary mixture of granular media
subjected to rotation in a horizontal cylinder separates
into alternating bands of the two species arranged along
the axis of the cylinder [6–9]. Axial segregation was
first observed by Oyama [6] (most of Oyama’s work
is written in Japanese but his work was translated and
summarized in [10]). All granular mixtures that axially
segregate in horizontally rotated cylinders also display
radial segregation [6,7,11]. For a mixture of different
sized particles, smaller particles form a radial core before
axial segregation occurs.

There are many studies of the segregation in a two-
dimensional rotating-drum mixer [12,13]; however, to
my knowledge, there-dimensional models which describe
axial segregation are missing. The aim of this Letter is
to introduce a three-dimensional cellular automaton (CA)
model that is capable of reproducing both radial and axial
segregations (Fig. 1).

Physicists have recently turned their attention to these
segregation phenomena [14,15]. It was believed that axial
segregation is driven by a sorting process occurring at the
flowing surface. The dynamic angle of repose, defined as
the angle at which the surface streams down for a given
rotation frequency, is a function of the local composition
of the mixture. Indeed, after axial segregation has been
completed, one can easily observe that modulation of
the dynamic angle of repose is associated with bands
of corresponding constituents. These observations have
lead to models of surface-slope (the undulations of the
dynamic angle of repose) driven axial segregation which
simply ignore the bulk motion of the particles.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) measurements of
internal structure provide additional information that is
useful for constructing a model. Hill, Caprihan, and
Kakakios [15] have shown that the axial bands are con-
nected through the radial core. Indeed, it was suggested
that banding patterns might be better viewed as undula-

tions in the thickness of the core which break through the
surface. On the other hand, Nakagawaet al. [16] show
completely segregated axial bands. The mechanisms are
not yet understood and there may be different ways to re-
produce axial segregation. Our model here is based on the
assumption that the axial segregation is driven by the dif-
ference in the dynamic angle of repose. We can neglect
the motion of particles in the bulk to reproduce the ax-
ial segregation. (There might be a situation in which we
cannot neglect the motion in the bulk. The drum mixer
fully filled with particles is one of the examples. In this
case, motion in the bulk is much more important for the
segregation [17].)

The large number of particles and long time scale make
discrete particle simulation (discrete element method, for

FIG. 1. Isosurfaces atssx, y, zd  1, 2 (the boundaries be-
tween theA andB particles) are plotted by the different shades;
the lighter shade is the particleA boundary. (a)t  100,
the snapshot after the radial segregation. The sandwich struc-
ture is clearly shown. It starts from well-mixed initial con-
ditions. (b) t  1000, the A and B particles are axially
segregated. (c)t  10 000, after long time evolution, the above
narrow band merged and coarsened bands appeared. We can
see the banding pattern with this large aspect ratio simulation.
fAA  0.4, fAB  0.44, fBB  1.0, Nx  10, Ny  200, and
Nz  40. (d) We have observed undulations of the radial core.
If the fBB is smaller, these undulations do not reach the front
wall x  0. t  10 000, fAA  0.4, fAB  0.44, fBB  0.7,
Nx  10, Ny  200, andNz  40.
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example) difficult. Furthermore, it is sometimes not easy
to completely understand the phenomenology of the seg-
regation of particulate media by using direct simulations.
In order to understand the segregation process for large
systems over a long time, a phenomenological model can
provide good insights. Our three-dimensional CA model
enables one to investigate the large scale spatiotemporal
behavior of the segregation process of granular media in a
rotating cylinder.

A cellular automaton is a dynamical system with
discrete space, time and state variables [18]. Here, we
use a three-dimensional square latticesx, y, zd, where y
andz are the axial and vertical directions. Each site has
a discrete field variablessx, y, zd which takes a value
from h0, 1, 2j corresponding to empty, occupied byA, or
occupied byB particles, respectively.

Following Zik et al. [14], we assume that segregation
occurs entirely due to particle motion on the free sur-
face, and that the friction plays an essential part in the
segregation process. (Zik also noted that the shape of
the free surface of the system plays an important role in
the segregation, and cannot simply be considered as a
flat slope. Our model reproduces this S-shaped surface
by simulations.) This model can be easily generalized
to study a mixture of grains of different sizes. Indeed, a
somewhat similar model has been developed to explain
the stratification mechanism [19]. The dynamics of
the field variable involves the following two steps: the
sliding motion of particle on the surface and the rotation
of the container. These two physical processes are
carried out as follows: (1) We choose a particle on the
surfacesssssx, y, hsx, ydddd randomly, wherehsx, yd is the
height from the bottom to the surface at the position
sx, yd (note that all of the particles are packed in thez
direction due to gravity).hsx, yd 

PNz
z1 Qsssssx, y, zdddd,

where Q is the Heaviside function. (2) The selected
particle slides down due to gravity. The next position
of the particle is chosen from the neighboring sites
sssx 1 Dx, y 1 Dy, hsx 1 Dx, y 1 Dyd 1 1ddd, where
Dx and Dy are random variables taking the values
of Dx  h0, 1j and Dy  h21, 0, 1j with uniform
probability. (3) The sliding motion above is accepted
if the height difference between the two positions
Dh  hsx, yd 2 hsx 1 Dx, y 1 Dyd is larger than the
“effective” friction F acting on the particle. [Let us
consider the granular materials consisting of two types
of grains A and B which differ only in their frictional
properties. Suppose type-A grains are smooth (for
example, glass beads) and type-B grains are rough
(for example, sand); their difference is modeled by
different frictional properties, among them,fAA, fAB,
and fBB. These frictional properties determine the
critical height to slide. The smooth grainsA have a
smaller angle of repose and hence a smaller frictional
property.] The effective frictionF is a sum of the local
friction which comes from the interactions of adjacent

particles. (The frictionF gives us the transition rule for
the sliding event.) In experiments, the local interaction
depends on the surface characteristics, the size, the
mass of the particles, and rotational frequency. Here,
we use the following simple interaction rule:F P

dx0,21

P
dy21,0,1

P
dz0,21 ffssssx, y, hsx, yddddssssx 1

dx, y 1 dy, hsx, yd 1 dzdddg, where f is a local map
defined asf:s0, 1, 2, 4d ! s0, fAA, fAB, fBBd, with fAA,
fAB, and fBB being adjustable parameters. (The combi-
nation of two adjacent particles can be expressed by the
multiplication of the state variables.) (4) The above three
procedures are appliedr times repeatedly (the parameter
r is related to the inverse of the rotational frequency
v  1yr of the experiment). (Whenv is smaller, the
profile of the dynamic angle of repose changes from an
S shape to a straight line.) The rotation of the container
is simply introduced as follows (see Fig. 2): The whole
region is divided into two parts, the lowersLd and higher
sHd sides, by the vertical planex  Nxy2. Slide the
H side upward and theL side downward by one cell,
and then turn over the bottom layer of theL side and
attach it to the bottom of theH side. Note that we have
a stepwise height difference at the interfacex  Nxy2.
Initially, the particles atx  Nxy2 move down by the
sliding procedure. However, this collapse propagates and
we have a smooth dynamic angle of repose after a series
of sliding procedures. This completes one cycle of the
dynamics.

We use fixed boundary conditions aty  0, y  Ny ;
we set B particles at y  21 and y  Ny 1 1 side
walls. The particles atx  0 cannot move in thex
direction, while they can move downward by the rotation
of the container. We used mainly the following values
for the parameters: the local effective frictionfAA  0.4,
fAB  0.44, fBB  1.0, the rotational speedr  30, and
the mixing ratio of two particlesl  0.5.

Starting with a homogeneous mixture, we first observe
a sandwichlike structure as shown in Fig. 1(a). Since
the container is rectangular and the depth of the flowing
surface is 1, this sandwich pattern corresponds to the
core structure in experiments. This radial segregation is

FIG. 2. Schematic explanation of the rotation procedure.
(a) The whole region is divided into two parts, the lowersLd
and the highersHd sides. (b) Shows that theH side slid
upward and theL side slid downward by one cell. (c) The
bottom layer of theL side is turned over and attached to the
bottom of theH side.
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achieved in 100 time steps in the simulation. The profile
of the free surface shows an S shape (Fig. 3).

The S-shaped profile observed in our model means that
the dynamic angle of repose does not converge to the
static angle. For smaller rotational speeds, the profile of
the slope is a straight line. The radial segregation can
be explained as follows: TheA particles have a smaller
angle of repose than the mixture ofA and B particles
(corresponding to the following condition:fAA , fAB ,

fBB). As a result, particlesA on the surface of the mixture
can easily reach the end of the free surface (i.e.,x  Nx),
and the particles are again carried back to the top by the
rotation of the cylinder. On the other hand,B particles
often remain in their own positions since the repose angle
is larger than the mixture. Once theB particles rotate in
the central region, the angle of free surface becomes larger
than that around the cylinder; thusA particles always
pass through the central region quickly, and therefore a
quasistationary core of aB particle is formed.

After radial segregation is completed, the sandwich
structure becomes unstable. The weak undulations of
the radially segregated structure appear, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). These undulations in the core develop into
bands that reach the frontx  0 wall [Fig. 1(c)]. In
order to investigate the mechanism of axial segregation,
we have measured the gradient of the surface profile
=hsx, yd and the time averaged flux ofA andB particles.
Figure 4(a) clearly shows that they component of the
gradientf=hsx, ydgy of the higher partsy , Nyy2d is not
symmetric with that of the lower partsy . Nyy2d. This
asymmetry of the gradient field yields the mean flux of the
B particle, leading to the axial segregation [see Fig. 4(c)].
The flux of theB particle is almost proportional to the
gradient of the surface profile; however, the flux of the
A particle does not follow the gradient [Fig. 4(b)]. This
can be explained as follows: Consider anA particle at
sx, yd on the surface, the possible movement is slipping
down to sx 1 Dx, y 1 1d, whereDx  21, 0, 1. If the
entire height differencehsx 1 Dx, y 1 1d 2 hsx, yd is

FIG. 3. Side view of the surfacehsx, yd at x  40. The S-
shaped profile is clearly shown, but the plateau of the higher
part sy , 1d is wider than that of the lower partsy , 10d.

larger than a critical value, the particle can slide in any
possible direction; the motion along the axial direction
is Brownian-like. Indeed, there is no mean flux of theA
particle at the higher mixing ratio position, wheres=hdy is
enough to transfer theA particle in any possible direction.
Near the boundaries aty  1 and10, the gradients=hdy

is not enough to slide the particles; thex component of
the gradients=hdx affects the motion alongx direction.
Because the slope of the higher part has a wider plateau
[wheres=hdy is small] than that of the lower part, a larger
flux of theA particle neary  1 is observed. Both spatial
patterns of the mean fluxes forA and B particles lead to
axial segregation.

Through extensive simulations by changing parameters,
we have found that, with smallerfBB, the undulations of
the core buried by theA particles could not reach the
front wall [Fig. 1(d)]. These situations agree with recent
MRI experiments [15]. Furthermore, the axial segrega-
tion slows down and the wavelength of the undulation
increases with decreasingfBB while 0.5 , fBB , 0.7.
When fAB increases tofBB  1.0, the axial segregation
is also weakened and, iffAB . fBB, no radial and ax-
ial segregations are observed. While0.2 , fAB , 0.8,
fAA  0.4, andfBB  1.0, complete axial segregation is
observed.

Our model enables us to investigate a large space and
time scale simulation, such as the coarsening process of

FIG. 4. (a),(b),(c) Show gradient field=hsx, yd and the time
averaged flux ofA and B particles on the surface are plotted
by arrows with the contour plot of the mixing ratiorsx, yd,
respecitvely. These quantities are averaged fromt  9000 to
t  10 000. To see the gradient and fluxes along the axial
direction s=hdx precisely, thex component of these arrows is
magnified by 20 times.fAA  0.4, fAB  0.44, andfBB  1.2.
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FIG. 5. The coarsening process of the axial segregation. The domain growth is shown by the mixing ratiorsxd, with (a) t  2500
and (b)t  105. fAA  0.4, fAB  0.44, andfBB  1.0; Nx  10, Ny  1024, andNz  40.

the axial banding. Since the time scales of the rotation
and the diffusion of particles along the axial direction
are quite different, the coarsening shows very slow
dynamics. To see the spatiotemporal dynamics of the
domain growth, the evolution of the mixing ratiorsxd PNy ,Nz

y1,z1 Qsssssx, y, zd 2 1dddyQsssssx, y, zdddd is studied. In
Fig. 5, snapshots ofrsxd for a typical time evolution are
plotted. After calculating the power spectrum ofrsxd, we
can determine the characteristic wave number which takes
a maxima of the power spectrum. The characteristic wave
number decreased with time, indicating the coarsening
process of the band pattern. Our model reproduces this
slow dynamics of the segregation of the axial pattern.

In summary, we have developed a three-dimensional
cellular automaton model to simulate the segregation of
binary mixtures of granular materials in a rotating cylin-
der. Our model reproduces the transition from the radial
to axial segregation. The sorting process on the flowing
surface generates these segregations without considering
the bulk particle motion. For axial segregation, we have
found that the undulations of the core start to appear and
expand into thex  0 front wall to form a complete band-
ing pattern. For a smaller difference in the dynamic an-
gle of reposefAA 2 fBB, these undulations did not reach
the front wall during our simulation. These observa-
tions are in agreement with recent MRI experiments [15].
Furthermore, the axial segregation slows down and the
wavelength of the undulation is increased. Our model is
numerically efficient enough to investigate large spa-
tiotemporal phenomenon such as the coarsening process
of the band structure. It is also interesting to consider
the effects of rotational speed, relative proportion, and
end wall properties. These examples will be reported
elsewhere.
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